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Abstract

This paper deals with the simulation of CNC machine tools. The main focus is to develop a methodology for building virtual CNC machine tool. Virtual machine tool uses main properties of real machine. The goal is to simulate the functionality of the machine in virtual phases. This method is intended for complex and very expensive machines like milling and boring machine tools with numerous accessories. The current trend is to sell machine tools and equipments with complete technology of machining. Customer requirement is the virtual case study of real technology process. The idea of virtual prototyping is realized if the behavior of the virtual machine tool is in compliance with real machine.
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1. Introduction

The current trend for Machine manufacture is to delivered Machine tools on a turnkey solution. This solution is based on typical customer part and technology. Thanks to this reality the company creates a case study. This case study is consists of the Machine tool, technical equipment and CNC technology in one complex 3D layout. The main purpose of the case study is guaranteed reliable information about the future behaviors of the Machine tool.

1.1. Problem definition

This thesis deals with optimization 3D layout of Horizontal milling machine and the possibility of using in engineering practice. The main problem is to simulate behaviours and functionality of CNC Machine tool in virtual phases. For the virtual verification of machines is used CSE simulation in PLM system Siemens NX 9. This CSE simulation uses a main properties axis and real kinematic of machine. The optimization has been created for a machine Skoda HCW 1000 and for special customer requirements.

![Horizontal boring and milling machinetype of HCW 1000](image)

Fig. 1. Horizontal boring and milling machinetype of HCW 1000

2. Literature review

Modern machine tools are very complex mechatronical systems. The capability and efficiency of a machine tool are mainly determined by its kinematics, structural dynamics, computer numerical control system and the machining process [1],[16],[17]. The CNC system consists of a computer, power electronics components, such as motor amplifiers and electronic circuits, and servo actuators. The computer control unit receives ISO standard NC-programs which describe the tool path geometry, tool number, feed and spindle speed at each path segment [2], [3]. Simulation of the CNC system involves virtual modelling of the machine tool kinematics and feed drive dynamics, update of the workpiece geometry as the material is removed and motions of the drives and auxiliary units, such as tool and pallet changes. In short, the rigid body motion of the machine tool and the CNC functions must be predicted as the workpiece is produced in order to realize a Virtual CNC system [1].

Once the NC Program is generated in a CAD/CAM environment, the present Virtual CNC technology allows the geometric update of the workpiece as the tool cuts the material at each NC block. In addition, the solid model of the machine tool, its multi-axis kinematics and the location of fixtures can be displayed in the CAD environment [4], [5]. NC-path simulation present technology allows the prediction of tool collision spots and correctness of the NC program by checking path errors and gauging on the workpiece surface graphically. Lauwers et al. [6], [7], [8], [9] take the CL file from the CAD system and simulate the machine motion by modelling the kinematics of the machine tool for collision detection and avoidance. In some commercial controllers machining simulation systems are integrated. During machining the simulation system runs a number of blocks ahead, and if there is a danger of a collision, the controller stops the machine immediately [1].

2.1. CSE simulation in PLM system Siemens NX

This simulation allow of many uses in engineering particle like testing a CNC code, prediction of collision during the machining and measure of machining times. Abbreviation of the word CSE is Common Simulation Engine and this simulation is driven by real NC code in Siemens, Heidenhain or Fanuc language. The main interpreter of CNC code is CSE Driver which controlsthe simulation like a real operation system. In Driver is programed machine kinematic with main setting of axis. For each axis is set Hard and Soft limit, Maximal speed, Maximal acceleration, Maximal deceleration, Fine precision, Coarse precision, Jerk, Jump Ability and KV factor. Next part of CSE simulation is Postprocessor. This Postprocessor translates CL data to CNC code automatically before simulation.
3. Current process

3.2. Requirements and solutions

Main focus of this study is to develop virtual Horizontal milling machine for machining a block of headstock for Turning machine series SR1000. The machine must have a minimal 120 pieces of tools with automatic tool change. This machine can work in continual cycle of production. Because of these requirements is an emphasis on very quick automatic tool change.

![Fig. 2. Typical machining part for headstock SR1000](image)

The main method uses the CSE simulation for prediction time to tool changing. Virtual machine is consists of 3D layout with three different concept of Automatic Tool Change (ATC) mechanism. The Horizontal machine has the same CSE kinematic chain but ATC mechanism uses three different. Each mechanism has dissimilar axis setup with main behaviours.

![Fig. 3. Structure of CSE simulator](image)

If during the simulation of machining process is called command for tool changing the CSE simulation move with ATC mechanism to the required position for the tool changing. Time for this move is relevant with five percent probability. Thanks to this method it was created three virtual CSE simulators one for original solution and two new optimizations.

3.3. The first variant before optimization

The Horizontal milling and boring machine type HCW 1000 before optimization uses simple automatic tool change for maximal 63 pieces of tools. Tools are situated in special tool chain with tool pockets. With using typical maximal tool with length 475 mm and dimension 300 mm the number of tools is decreased. Time of motion for tool change mechanism is simulated to 30 seconds and this time is inconvenient. This non-cutting move must be shorter. The main advantage of this solution is very cheap price. This price can be 14 800 Euro for this base automatic tool change. Solution for continual cycle of machining is designed with full covered area like compact modern CNC milling centre.
4. The main research and optimization

For optimization and design new layout has been prepared two different solutions. The first solution is focused on base customer requirements and the second is focused on continual cycle of production with high productivity. For design the Tool Housing has been selected three representative tools depending to size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of tool</th>
<th>Length (mm)</th>
<th>Diameter (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basle tool</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle tool</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large tool</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The main representative of tools.

The main operating mechanism is industrial robot for both solutions. This industrial robot uses special tool gripper with two pockets for tools. This gripper can grasp two tools together due to the rapid tool change in to the spindle. The robot with gripper arrive to changing position before spindle, the first jaw mechanism remove tool form spindle, rotate ninety degrees and the second jaw mechanism insert new tool in to the spindle. This movement takes maximal five seconds. The first solution uses industrial robot KUKA series KR 30 and the second solution uses robot KR 90.
4.1. The first optimization with robot KR 30 and circle arena

First optimization uses circle Tool Housing with four shelves for tools. Two shelves are used for Middle representative tools, third for Base representative tools and fourth for Large representative tools. Total number of tools in Tool Housing are maximal 137 pieces. Time of motion for tool change mechanism is simulated to eight seconds and this time is satisfactory. Price of this solution is higher than original solution without optimization. The estimated price of first optimization is 129 500 Euro. This solution also presupposes full covered area like compact modern CNC milling centre.

Fig. 6. CSE simulation of HCW 1000 and Robotic Tool Change with Circle Arena

4.2. The second optimization with robot KR 90 and Carousel Arena

The second concept of the 3D layout is designed for using high number of tools. This solution uses up to 432 tools. The machine tool is designed for a continual cycle of the production. It consists of a pallet system for workpiece changing and the automatic tool change with an industrial robot KR 90. This system consists of three pallets. Every time only one pallet can be in work place. Other two pallets are used for clamping workpiece because this part must be machining for all faces. The first pallet is used for a main clamping workpiece position and the second is used for the reposition for bottom milling. This technology uses two CNC programs which are changed by the current workpiece position.

Thanks to the continual production the customer requires that all tools must be delivered twice. Before inserting of the tool to the spindle or to the Carousel Tool Housing Pocket, the robot checks the tool by the laser or the optical measuring system. If the tool shows signs of damage the robot forwards the tool to the machine operator to repair and to change it.

To ensure a large number of tools, Tool Housing designed by three carousels with three rotating shelves. This case study uses 144 Base tools, 144 Middle and 45 Large tools. Altogether there are 333 mixed tools in one Tool Housing. Time of motion for tool change mechanism is simulated to nine seconds and this time is also sufficient. This solution is the most expensive of these three. The price of the second optimization is 185 000 Euro.
5. Conclusion and results

From entry requirements we need optimized old solution. New requirements for Machine Tool are machining the typical part headstock SR1000, machining in continual cycle of production and minimal number of tools in automatic tool change are 120 pieces.

It has been programmed three CSE simulation for current machine with classic automatic tool change. First optimization has been designed simulation with industrial robot KR 30 and it uses circle Tool Housing Arena. The second optimization has been designed simulation with robot KR 90 and with carousel Tool Change Housing.

Customer can choose from two different solutions. First solution (optimization 4.1.) has advantages in lower price and very short time of tool changing. But main disadvantage is low number of tools in Tool Housing. For continual cycle of machining is much better highest number of tools in Tool Housing for automatic tool change. The second solution (optimization 4.2.) has main advantage in very high number of tools in Carousel Tool Change Housing. But main disadvantage is highest price than first optimization with robot KR 70.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version of case study</th>
<th>Time of motion for tool change mechanism (s)</th>
<th>Number of tools in Tool changer</th>
<th>Price of Tool changer (Euro)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without optimization</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>14 800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization 1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>129 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization 2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>185 000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The main representative of tools.

6. Further research

The CSE simulation is very suitable for many kinds of machine tools with lot of machinery equipments. The Further research will be focused on construction and verification this two solutions with industrial robot in technical practice. The next research will include detailed simulation of motion and positioning Robotic Arm in Tool Housing Arena with Tool Management Sinumerik 840D.
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